TOA Corporation UK To Exhibit Its Innovative Audio And Security
Solutions At FIREX International 2019
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TOA Corporation UK, the global manufacturer of cutting-edge commercial audio and voice
alarm equipment, is getting ready to exhibit its latest innovations at FIREX International 2019,
which takes place on 18th-20th June at ExCeL, London. The company’s presence at this event
will give over 18,000 international fire safety professionals an excellent opportunity to find out
more about its comprehensive range of products and systems.

A focal point on Stand FX915 will be the VX-3000, which combines all the important functions

for public address and voice alarm (PA/VA) in one unit. Cost effective, robust, reliable and
energy efficient, its limited number of components makes design and installation easier, saves
space, reduces cable complexity, and enables rapid system configuration.

TOA's SIP and ONVIS enabled 20W IP horn speaker is suitable for a variety
of indoor and outdoor applications
Also, on display will be the wall-mounted version of this system – the VX-3308WM. As well as
being ideal as a standalone unit in reception and building entrance areas, its compact size
means that it takes up less space than a standard 19-inch equipment rack, making it perfect
for decentralized installations where equipment is located in electrical risers.

ONVIS Enabled 20W IP Horn Speaker
TOA will demonstrate how it continues to push the boundaries of what’s possible with audio
technology. Its SIP and ONVIS enabled 20W IP horn speaker is suitable for a variety of indoor
and outdoor applications and can fully integrate with video management software. This
product will be shown alongside the SC-P620 powered horn and HA-1010-EB long range slim
array speaker, which together comprise options for applications as diverse as educational
establishments, car parks, building sites, hospitals, airports, factories, industrial estates,
warehouses, utilities, shopping centres, sports stadia and even music festivals.

Visitors will also have the chance to get hands-on with the IP-1100 audio management system.
Consisting of microphone, speakers, and interface units, with all equipment connectable to an
ordinary IP network, its management and operation software allows users to make instant and
scheduled broadcasts through a single PC. Furthermore, its built-in flexibility allows easy
system expansion beyond conventional system coverage.

N-8000 Series IP Network Intercom
Now augmented by the N-SP80 SIP video intercom system, the N-8000 can
integrate with external SIP compatible systems
One of TOA’s most popular systems will also be on display – the N-8000 Series IP network
intercom system. Now augmented by the N-SP80 SIP video intercom system, which offers
flexible audio and video communications using SIP and ONVIF, it can integrate with external
SIP compatible systems through a SIP server, while a peer-to-peer mode is also available for
standalone system operations without a SIP server environment. TOA is also pleased to
announce that integration of all TOA IP products is now implemented under the new software
upgrades.

“It has been a tremendously exciting 12 months and we are looking forward to sharing the results of
our activities with visitors to FIREX International 2019,” commented Ian Bridgewater, director at
TOA Corporation UK. “With more solutions for more markets than any other company, it will
provide an excellent platform for us to further highlight our credentials as the leader in our field. I am

available to talk through the features and benefits of our solutions.”
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